PRATICAL TIPS
HOW TO JOIN US

You just need to register on www.wffm2017.eu/young: visit our website or our FB page to keep up-todate with the program.

HOW TO REACH THE CONGRESS

Verona’s airport (http://www.aeroportoverona.it/) is really close to Verona as well as Mantova, and
there are daily bus connections to both the cities. If you can’t find a flight to Verona, Milano’s and
Venice’s airports can be a good alternative. From there it’s less than 2 hours by train to Verona.

ACCOMMODATION

We suggest to YFs to look for an accommodation in Verona, as this will the hearth of our meeting.
You can check on Airbnb or the other main booking websites for cheap places as b&b, apartments,
etc., or contact the Youth Hostel (http://www.ostelloverona.it/). We also suggest to choose places in
the city centre, in order to make transfers easier. If you need some help, or you are a big group, you can
contact the Verona’s YFs.

TRANSFERS BETWEEN MANTOVA AND VERONA

The Congress organizers will provide a shuttle connection between the two cities every day. Anyone
will need to reach Mantova from Verona the first day for the registration can contact the YFs meeting
organizers.

COSTS AND FEES

For the Young Friends the participation at the Congress is free of charge, and we ask a fee of 50 euros
per participant to partially cover the costs. Mrs Carla Bossi Comelli, former secretary of WFFM,
supports the YFs meeting offering some scholarships to the participants: please see the attached
application form below or visit https://goo.gl/faSvWJ. For more information please contact Sofia Weil
de Speroni at swsperoni@gmail.com.
For any needs, don’t hesitate to contact us:

CONTACTS

Ksenia Weber
YFs Coordinator of WFFM
kseniaweber29@gmail.com

+49 160 98318328

Eliana Zanini

YFs Coordinator of WFFM

+54344715445888

Giulia Adami

YFs of Verona

+393406874655

adami.giuli@gmail.com

Giacomo Girardi

YFs of Verona

+393478644823

giacomo.girardi@hotmail.it

Pietro Trincanato

YFs of Verona

+39347707941

pietro.trincanato@gmail.com

eli_zanini@hotmail.com

